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A general framework for coloring problems is dcscribcd; the concept of regular coloring is 
introduced; it simply means that one specifies in each edge the maximum and the minimum 
number of nodes which may have the same color. 
For several types of regular colorings, one defines canonical colorings where colors form an 
ordered set and where one always tries to use first the “smallest” cohjrs. It is shown that for 
some classes of multigraph\. including bipartite multigraphs, regular edge colorings correspond- 
ing to maximal color feasib’z sequences are canonical. 
1. I-Regular colorings 
Let H = (X, 8) be a hypergraph; a k-coloring (of nodes) will be a partition of 
the node set X into subsets X,, X2, . . . , Xk. For the graphical terminology the 
reader is referred to C. Bzrge [ 11. Define ui(Es) = IXi n Es 1 as the number of 
nodes in edge Es which have color i. 
Suppose we are given for each edge Es a nonempty interval I(E,, k) such that if 
I( Z& k) = [a, b], then a and b are integers and a < 1 Es I/k s b. 
A k-coloring X,, . . . , Xk satisfying Ui (Es) E I(Es, k) will be called Z-regular. 
Equitable colorings [6], good colorings [2] as well as usual strong colorings [l] 
are Z-regular colorings as can be seen easily. 
Furthermore, p-bounded colorings are also Z-regular (p is a given positive 
integer such that p amax, IEsI/k and one requires for each edge Es that ui(Es) G p 
(i=l,..., k)). In the case where H is the dual of a multigraph G == (X, E), then 
we are dealing with edge co?orings of G, i.e. partitions of the edge set E into 
subsets U,, V,, . . . , Uk ; if E(x) is the bundle of node x, i.e. the family of edges of 
G which are adjacent ts node x, then U,(X) = IB(~) 17 Vi1 is the number of edges 
adjacent to kc which have color i (a loop should be counted twice in U,(X)). 
Given a k-coloring (X,, . . . , X,) of the nodes of Z-Z, we can associate with it a 
sequence S=(slr s2,...,sk) where Si=lXil (i=l,...,k) and sls***ask. A 
sequence S = (s,, . . . , Sk) (with S, 3 l l l 3 Sk) will be (I, k)-feasible for H if there is 
an Z-regular k-coloring of H associated with !,equence S. 
All sequences S considered in this paper will be ordered in such a way that 
S,+ l *ask. 
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Let s=(s,,s~, . . . ,sk) and S’=(S:,& l . . q s;() be 2 sequences satisfying 
i I i 1 
We will write S 3 S’; this defines a partial order on the set of sequences S with 
given sum. S > S’ will mean S 3 S’ and SZ S’. 
We can thus define a r~axirr~A (mirzinaal) sequence in this set 8s a sequence S 
such that thcrc is no sequence S’ with St> S (S > S’) in the set [8]. Using a simple 
balancing technique (WC [HI Theorem I]), one can formulate 
Tlhesrem 1. lx/ PI he a hypergruph with t~laximum degree A; let k be a ilositiue 
irrteger, 1a functiorz assigning to each edge E$ an ivtterual I(&, k) thus &fin& 
I-regular colorings. The set C( H, k, I) of (I, k)-feasible sequences of H is partially 
nrdmd : if S = (s , 9 . . . , Sk ) is in C( H, k, I), thevl any sequence S’ = (s;, . . . , sb) 
ohtairwd frovvl S by making intercharlges between subsets Xi, Xi for which si > 
(A -_ I )s, -t 1, is also in C( H, k, I). 
111 purticular, 4111 vr~inhal sequences S* = (s* I, . . . , ST) in C(H, k, I) satisfy ST < 
(4 - I).&- 1. 
For edge colorings of multigraphs we obtain: 
Corollary 1.1. fxt G he any multigraph, k a positive integer, 1 a function defining 
Lre&ar k-colorings of c&es. 
The set C( G, k, 1) of t I, k )-feasible sequences of G is partially ordered: if S is in 
c’(G, k, I), ‘heit any S’ with S 3 S’ is also in C(G. k, I). There is a unique nlinivnal 
scqqueqce S * = (~7, . . . , ST); %” satisfies ST 6 st+ 1. 
In the rt’ v! sections we will consider specific types of I-regular colorings and we 
SIM!~ rerive some prop&es of unimodular and of balanced hypergraphs. We will 
thzn snow that the m:aximal sequences in C(G, k, I) correspond to canonical 
colorings If G is bipartite. 
2. Canonical colorings 
AII results in this section will be of the following form: if H and all its 
subhypergraphs have I-regular colorings for a gilien function I, then H also has a 
canonit-al I-regular coloring. For each I we shall precise what is a “canonical” 
col!~rit~~. Intuitively it means that for each node one will try to use the smallest 
rossib!c cMx- among 1, 2, . . . , k. In other wordy, if a node x has been colored 
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with j, it is because x belongs to ::ome edge where colors 1, I!, . . . , j - 1 already 
appear a maximum number of times. 
We shall first state a result related to totAlly unimodular (tu.) matrices. Recall 
that A is t.u. if every square submatrix of A has determinant 0, + 1 or - 1. Here 
[t] (resp. (t)) will be the lower (resp. b;\r)er) integer part of real number t; 
similarly [a] (resp. (6)) where 6 is a real vector with components 6i will denote the 
vector with components [6J (resp. &)). 
Theorem 2.0. Let A be an (m x n) t.u. matrix, 6 an integer m-vector and k a 
positive integer. Then each integer n-vector x satisfying Ax = b; x 3 0 is the sum of k 
nonnegative integer n-vectors y’ such that 
(2) fori= l,..., k the following holds: whenever a component y! of y ’ is positive, 
there exists a row a, of A with aNI izi 0 such that 
a, 9 yl’aa, *y’ (p=l,....i-1) if aSf = 1, 
a, 9 yf’bas *yi (p=l....,i-1) if aSI = -1. 
Proof. We will use induction on k: the case k = I being trivial, we may assume 
that k > 1 and that the result is true for k - 1. Let (y ‘, . , . , y k, be a decomposition 
of x satisfying (1) (such a decomposition isknown to exist when A is t.u. [g]). Let 
jj =y’+. , .+yk--‘; we consider consecutively all posit?:e components yf of y k ; if 
there is no row a, (with aSl # 0) satisfving (2). i.z. for each row a, with asI Z 0, we 
have an index p<k with either a, 9 yp<as l yk if a,[=+1 or a, l yP)a, l yh if 
%I = -1, we replace yk by yk - ef and f by Y + q where el is the Ith unit n-vector. 
Notice that after this transfer both g and y k are still nonneg,ative. 
Furthermore, for each row a, of A, we still have 
(k-l)[$.+a, s jr(k-l)(+s), 
At the end of this process, for each positive yr there will be a row Q, with Q Z 0 
such that 
as*Y3(k-l)aS*yk if a,;=+1 
or 
a, 8 YS(k-l)a, l yk if asI =-1. 
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Let 6 = Av; then by our induction hypothesis, 9 solution of A$ = 6, 5 Xl can be 
decomposed inio 9’. . . . ,f“ ’ satisfying (2) and ( 1) with 6 replaced by 6; 
however from t’ne construction of i ( 1) also holds for b. Then (y”, e . . , $-I, yk) is 
the desired decomposition. End of proof. 
Let US now consider a unimodular hypergraph H (its edp;e-node incidence matrix 
A is a (0, 1) t.u. matrix where uyI = ‘I if edge ES contains node xc). 
WC will first deal with equitable colorings (XI, . . . , A&) of the nodes of Ii, 
Such a k-coloring will be cctmtisal if whenever a wde x gets color j, there 
exists an sdp.c E, ZI x for which M, ( Es) 3 ur( EI,) for i = f , , . . , j = 1. 
When applying Theorem 2.0 to a (0, 11 t,u. matrix A and to an rt-vector 
x :-(I. I,,. ., 1) WC’ immcdiaklp obtain: 
rr,i2lWr,(2) (i--. i,, , , , i-- I) 
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colors defines a schedule in d periods; each meeting has been schieduled as early 
as possible in the following sense: if meeting u = (x, y) is scheduled at period i, it 
is because either class x was involved in other meetings at pr:riods 1, 2, . . . ., i - 1 
or teacher y was busy at periods 1, 2, . . . , i - 1. 
Remark 2.2. We might as well consider another class of f-regular colorings, the 
so-called good colorings [3]; a k-coloring (X, p , , . , &) of the nodes of # is good 
if for each edge E$, 
It is known that balanced hypergraphs have good k-colorings for each k [?.I. Let 
“canonical” now mean that whenever a node x gets color j, there exists an edge 
EN 3x with u,(&)>() (i = 1,. . . ,j= 1). 
Proof. WC proceed by induction on k : the case k = 1 is trivial, so we assume that 
k a 2 and for each p G k = 1 a balanced hypergraph H has a canonical good 
p-coloring. Let (Xl,. . . . Xk) be a good k-coloring of H and 
We consider consecutively each node x in rC,: if for each edge E, containing x we 
have (E, n ~‘16 k -2 we introduce x into X’, otherwise we keep it in X,. 
According to our induction hypothesis the subgraph H’ of H generated by X’ has 
a canonical good (k -- 1 )-coloring (X;, Xi, . . . , Xt, ,). Since each node x which is 
left in Xk belongs to some edge)& for which IE, n .Y’( 5 k - 1, the coloj*ing 
(X,,, * a b. Xf( _ IQ Xk j of H is a canonicul good k-coloring. End of prbDf, 
In this section we shall consider some specific I-regular Lcolorings of edges in 
multigraphs, Our purpose will be to show that for some multigraphs, the maximal 
sequences in C(G, k, I) correspond to canonical colorings as defined before, 
ALW, Hilton has shown that if a multigraph 0 has no partial subgraph 
# =(X’, B’) with &(x) = %p (x E X’) and IS’1 odd, then it has a I+bounded 
coloring of edges [6]; furthermore it also has a canonical p-bounded coloring [S]. 
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pro& (A) If u,(x,,) 6 p - 2, we may construct an alternating (1,2)-chain C stnrt- 
ing at x,, with a 2-edge and extend it as far as possible. Exchanging colors 1 and 2 
in C will then give the required bicoloring. 
(B) From now on we shall assume that u ,(x,,) = p - 1. WI ! only have to show 
that there exists an alternating chain C starting at x,, with a Z-edge and ending at 
some node z # xf, where either LI,(Z) < p if the last edge is a Z-edge or U,(Z) c p if 
the last edge is a 1 -edge. 
(C) Since G is not an odd cycle with degrees 2p, there must exist some node 
7 f x0 where u,(z)<p or tr2(z)<p (otherwise u,(x)= u,(x)= p for al1 xf& L 
together with 0,(x,,) = p - 1, u2(x,,) = p + 1 implies that G is an odd cycle with 
degrees 2p). 
(D) Next we decompose the edge set E of G into alternating chains as follows: 
WC pick up an cd&u of E and extend from both of its endpoints alternating chains 
which go as far as possible. We remove the so constructed alternating chain C? 
front E‘. pick up trnothcr edge of E and repeat this construction until all edges 
have hccn includtd in some chain (since 14 ,(x,,) f t(#,,) there will be at least one 
chain which is not an alternating cvcfi cycle in the decomposition). Since G is 
connected we may include all alternating WCII eyclcs obtained during the decam- 
p!Gtion into some chain, so that we have a collection 9 of alternating chains 
which partition E. 
(IJ) Let C bc an alternating chain of 9 starting at s,, with a Sedge. If it stops at 
y J S,). we a!e done: interchanging colors ‘. a11d 2 in C will give the required 
bicoloring of G. 
So assume C has both endpoints in x,$, since ((Jx,,) = u,(x,,)+2, C is the only 
chain of 3 with some endpoint in x,,. 
( 1;) If there is some node z f s,, witlr 1(,(z) f t&z), there is at least one other 
chain C’ in .A with both endpoints different from x,) (from (E)). 
We can chocse a chain C’ of 9 joining say ~4 and u such that C U C’ is 
connected. Then if y is a node common to C and c”, we will construct an 
alternating .:hain C obtained by following C from x,, to y and then continuing 
aiong C’ in the direction of tither u or u depending on the color of the last edge 
of C‘ use:; for reaching y. Clearly, exchanging colors 1 and 2 in C will again give 
\ !C .;ired bicoloring since c starts at x,, with a 2-edge and ends at u (or u). 
((3 if u,(x) = u?(x) for all x Z x,,, then accordi.irg to ((1) there is a node z # x0 
with u&xi = u?(x) < p. It follows from (D) that 3 consists of a unique (odd) 
eulerian chain C (with both endpoints in x0). We can follow C and stop the first 
time we reach node z. From (B) the alternating subchain C between x~, and z can 
be used as previously to get the desired bicoloring. This ends the proof. 
Theorem 3J. Let p be a positive integer and let G = (X, E) be a rnultigraph without 
partial s&graph H = (X’, E’) where dH(x) = 2p (x E X’) and IE’I is odd. Then all 
p-hourtded k-colorings corresponding to maximal sequences in C(G, k, I) are 
cannfii f-al. 
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Proof. Let (U,. . . . , U,J be a p-bounded k-coloring of the edges of G which 
corresponds to a maximal sequence S of C(G, k, I). Suppose it is not canonical; 
this means there is some edge e = (x, y) E L{ such that u,(x) < p, u,(y) < p with CY, 
fl< i. If a = 0, we may introduce e into V, and get a p-bounded k-coloring. It 
corresponds (after possibly reordering the colors) to a sequence S’ > S, which 
contradicts the maximality of S. Hence we may assume without loss of generality 
that r[y <p, i.e. IV,12 I&I. We also have u@(x) = p; we may color e with @; let CIle 
be the connected component of (X, U,, U Ufi> containing X; by hypotksis it is not 
an odd cycle with degrees 2~; since 14~ (x) s p - 1 and U,(X) = p t; 1, according to 
Lemma 3.1 we can find a p-bounded bicoloring (U:,, U$) with 1 U;I 2 I hl,, Ia 1 &I& 
Since 4 has been removed from U, to be included in UfV or trh (a, 0 e i), the 
resulting p-bounded k-coloring is associated with a sequence St> S, which is 
again r7 contradiction, Hence (U,. . . . . LJk) is canonical, End of proof. 
Related results for equitable colorings and good colorings will he given in a 
subsequent paper, 
Remark 3A There may exist canonical colorings which are not associated with 
maximal sequences of C(G, k, I): in the graph with edges nh, hc, cd, de, j’g, gh. hi, 
ij, ch, 
VI = {ab, cd, fg. hi), V2 = {da, de, ij}. U, = {bc. gh} 
defines a canonical l-bounded 3-coloring. However (4,3,2) is not maximal in 
C(G, k, JL 
Remark 3,2, If G does not satisfy the hypothesis of theorem 3.1, there may exist 
I-regular k-colorings associated with maximal sequences which are not canonical: 
in the graph G with edges a&,, aA, a&, blbz9 On, b&, (3, 1, 1, 1) is a 
maximal sequence corresponding to a l-bounded 4-coloring which is not 
canonical. 
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